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It has been proposed1 theoretically that the first generation of
stars in the Universe (population III) would be as massive as 100
solar masses (100M(), because of inefficient cooling2–4 of the
precursor gas clouds. Recently, the most iron-deficient (but still
carbon-rich) low-mass star—HE010725240—was discovered5. If
this is a population III star that gained its metals (elements
heavier than helium) after its formation, it would challenge the
theoretical picture of the formation of the first stars. Here
we report that the patterns of elemental abundance in
HE010725240 (and other extremely metal-poor stars) are in
good accord with the nucleosynthesis that occurs in stars with
masses of 20–130M( when they become supernovae if, during
the explosions, the ejecta undergo substantial mixing and fall-
back to form massive black holes. Such supernovae have been
observed7. The abundance patterns are not, however, consistent
with enrichment by supernovae from stars in the range 130–
300M(. We accordingly infer that the first-generation super-
novae came mostly from explosions of ,20–130M( stars; some
of these produced iron-poor but carbon- and oxygen-rich ejecta.
Low-mass second-generation stars, like HE010725240, could

form because the carbon and oxygen provided pathways for the
gas to cool.
The abundance pattern of HE010725240 is characterized by very

large C/Fe and N/Fe ratios, while the abundances of elements
heavier than Mg are as low as that of Fe (Fig. 1). How could this
peculiar abundance pattern have been formed? We note that this is
not the only extremely metal-poor (EMP) star to have large C/Fe
and N/Fe ratios—several other such stars have been discovered8–10.
Therefore a reasonable explanation of the abundance pattern should
also apply to other EMP stars.
Before describing our model, we examine two alternative expla-

nations of the abundance pattern of C-rich EMP stars5. These
explanations assume that small-mass stars formed from EMP
gases, and that carbon was enhanced after the formation. The first
is mass transfer from a companion star. This explanation suffers
from two difficulties. (1) Not all EMP stars have observational
evidence for the existence of companion stars, though further
observations to obtain radial velocity data are necessary11. (2)
Some EMP stars (for example, CS229492037 and CS294982043)
have a relatively large Si abundance, [Si/Fe] < 1 (refs 8–10). (Here
½A=X" ¼ log10ðNA=NXÞ2 log10ðNA=NXÞ(; where the subscript (
refers to the Sun and NA and NX are the number densities of
elements A and X respectively.) The overabundance of Si is very
difficult to explain by mass transfer from companion AGB stars.
The second explanation is matter accretion onto a population III

star during repeated passages through the Galactic disk6. This model
alone cannot explain the large abundance of C and N—for example,
in HE010725240, with [C/H] ¼ 21.3. Therefore, C and N need
to be produced in the interior of the EMP stars. Recently, nucleo-
synthesis in the low-mass population III stars was studied exten-
sively12,13. Such studies reveal that C and N abundances can be
significantly enhanced if mixing is efficient during the He-flash in
the core at the tip of the red-giant branch. However, HE010725240
is identified as a low-mass (,0.8M() red giant5, and thus this
mechanism is not likely to operate.
Here we consider a model in which C-rich EMP stars are

produced in the ejecta of (almost) metal-free supernovae mixed
with EMP interstellar matter. We use population III pre-supernova
progenitor models14, simulate the supernova explosion, and calcu-

Figure 1 Elemental abundances of HE0107 2 5240, compared with a theoretical

supernova yield. HE010725240 (filled circles) is the most Fe-deficient, C-rich star yet

observed, with [Fe/H] ¼ 25.3 and very large ratios of [C/Fe] ¼ 4.0 and [N/Fe] ¼ 2.3.

Here the supernova model is the population III 25M( core collapse, with relatively small

explosion energy E 51 ¼ E exp=1051 erg¼ 0:3 (see Fig. 2). In this model, the supernova
ejecta are assumed to be mixed inside the He core (within the mass coordinate M r ¼
1:83M( and 6.00M() and only a small fraction of the matter, 0.002% (f ¼ 0.00002), is

ejected from this region. The ejected Fe (or 56Ni) mass, 8 £ 1026M(, is so small that the

large C/Fe ratio can be realized.

Figure 2 The post-explosion abundance distributions for the population III 25M( model

with explosion energy E 51 ¼ 0.3. Explosive nucleosynthesis takes place behind the

shock wave that is generated at M r ¼ 1:8M( and propagates outwards. The hydrogen-

rich envelope at M r . 9M( is not shown.
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Low-mass second-generation stars, like HE010725240, could

form because the carbon and oxygen provided pathways for the
gas to cool.
The abundance pattern of HE010725240 is characterized by very
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heavier than Mg are as low as that of Fe (Fig. 1). How could this
peculiar abundance pattern have been formed? We note that this is
not the only extremely metal-poor (EMP) star to have large C/Fe
and N/Fe ratios—several other such stars have been discovered8–10.
Therefore a reasonable explanation of the abundance pattern should
also apply to other EMP stars.
Before describing our model, we examine two alternative expla-
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explanations assume that small-mass stars formed from EMP
gases, and that carbon was enhanced after the formation. The first
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from two difficulties. (1) Not all EMP stars have observational
evidence for the existence of companion stars, though further
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in HE010725240, with [C/H] ¼ 21.3. Therefore, C and N need
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Fig. 1.— Abundance distribution against the enclosed mass Mr before the explosion of (a) 25M! star without mixing enhancement
(Model A), (b) 25M! star with mixing enhancement (Model B), and (c) 40M! star without mixing enhancement (Model C). The colors
represent 1H (black), 4He (green), 12C (blue), 14N (orange), 16O (magenta), 24Mg (cyan), 28Si (yellow), 54Fe (gray), and 56Ni (red).

In order to take into account the aspherical effect, we
apply the mixing-and-fallback model to the spherical cal-
culations. The mixing-and-fallback model has three pa-
rameters characterizing the asphericity: an initial mass
cut Mcut, an outer boundary of the mixing region Mmix,
and an ejection factor fej (Appendix in Tominaga et al.
2007b). A remnant mass Mrem is derived as

Mrem = Mcut + (1− fej) (Mmix −Mcut) . (1)

Physical meanings of parameters in a jet-induced explo-
sion are given in Tominaga (2009). The Mcut, fej, and
Mrem in the mixing-and-fallback model correspond to an
inner boundary, a fraction of the solid angle of a region
where ejected mass elements located in the Si-burning
region, and a remnant mass in the jet-induced explosion,
respectively. An explosion with weak jets, i.e., low en-
ergy deposition rate, corresponds to a SN model with
small fej and large Mrem (Tominaga et al. 2007a).
Tominaga (2009) shows that the mixing-and-fallback

model cannot fully reproduce the enhancement of the
abundance ratios [(Sc, Ti, Co, Zn)/Fe] in the jet-
induced explosion model. The enhancement stems from
nucleosynthesis in a high-entropy environment due to
an energy concentration in the jet-induced explosion
model. Thus, we adopt “low-density” modification as
in Tominaga et al. (2007b) to mimic the high-entropy
environment, in which density of the progenitor is artifi-
cially reduced by a factor of “low-density” factor fρ with-
out changing the total mass. Furthermore, since a neu-
trino process varies Ye distribution dramatically in the
Si burning layers (e.g., Janka et al. 2012; Kotake et al.
2012; Burrows 2013; Bruenn et al. 2013, for recent re-
view), we modify Ye profile to Ye = 0.5001 in the com-
plete Si burning region if [Co/Fe] of a SN model is un-
derabundant and/or Ye = 0.4997 in the incomplete Si
burning region if [Mn/Fe] of a SN model is underabun-
dant (Umeda & Nomoto 2005). These modifications are
ad hoc for individual EMP stars but could statistically
constrain the entropy and Ye distribution if we have a
numerous sample of EMP stars. We note that these two
modifications do not affect on the distribution of Mej(Fe)
and Mrem of Pop III SNe (§ 5).

3. COMPARISON WITH THE OBSERVATIONS

Hydrodynamical and thermodynamical features of SNe
appear in abundance ratios between elements synthesized

in different layers and between elements synthesized in
the same layer, respectively. It is important to deter-
mine abundances of elements as many as possible be-
cause different abundance ratios provide different infor-
mation. We focus on the hydrodynamical features in this
paper and select the 48 EMP stars (including a binary)
which have at least 3 determined abundance ratios to
Fe of the following elements: (1) C, N, or O, (2) Mg,
(3) Ca, and (4) Co or Ni. They consist of 19 carbon-
normal and nitrogen-normal EMP stars including a bi-
nary system, 12 carbon-enhanced metal-poor (CEMP)
stars, 6 nitrogen-enhanced metal-poor (NEMP) stars, 2
ultra metal-poor (UMP) star, and 2 hyper metal-poor
(HMP) stars in Galactic halo and 7 EMP stars in dwarf
galaxies. Definitions of classification are described in re-
spective subsections. The stars and references are sum-
marized in Table 2.
Since the theoretical model provides mass fractions of

elements and isotopes, the theoretical SN yields should
be compared with genuine abundance ratios taking into
account non-LTE (NLTE) and 3D effects. However, the
NLTE or 3D effect has been estimated only for sev-
eral MP stars (e.g., Collet et al. 2006; Andrievsky et al.
2007, 2008, 2010) and 3D-NLTE abundance ratios are
currently not available for any stars. Results could be
systematically biased if we adopt 1D-LTE abundance ra-
tios. On the other hand, in order to investigate sta-
tistical nature of Pop III SNe, it is requested to avoid
including artificial scatter by adopting different stellar
atmosphere models, i.e., to derive abundance ratios with
a uniform method. Yong et al. (2013) recently present
homologous abundance analyses and discuss distribution
of abundance ratios but this study is restricted within a
framework of a 1D-LTE assumption.
In this paper, we adopt abundance ratios in Yong et al.

(2013) and in other literatures which may take into ac-
count NLTE or 3D effect (Table 2). The abundance pat-
terns of the EMP stars and the SN yields are normal-
ized with the solar abundance ratios in Asplund et al.
(2009). If there are plural references, we adopt their aver-
age [Fe/H]. We construct a SN model to reproduce NLTE
or 3D corrected abundance ratios if the corrections spec-
ified for the individual EMP star are available. If not,
we construct a SN model to reproduce 1D-LTE abun-
dance ratios but also refer abundance ratios for which
the following NLTE correction is expediently applied:
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Fig. 2.— Comparison between the abundance patterns of the individual EMP stars (1D-LTE: red/blue/green/magenta/yellow filled points
with bars, 3D or NLTE: red/blue/green/magenta/yellow open points with bars, and expediently-corrected [see the text for the detail]: cyan
bars or open points with bars) and the Pop III SN models (lines with open squares). The colors of points represent reference papers (see
Table 2 in detail). The properties and legends of Pop III SN models are summarized in Table 3.

abundance pattern except for [Co/Fe] is well reproduced
by an SN model with E51 = 20, Mrem = 4.02M!, and
Mej(Fe) = 1.07× 10−1M!.
! [Co/Fe]: [Co/Fe] is enhanced by the low-density and

Ye modification but still underabundant. It is known that
[Co/Fe] has a NLTE effect (Bergemann et al. 2010) but
the correction is opposite to the improvement. Although
the [Co/Fe] can be enhanced as high as ∼ +0.9 by nu-
cleosynthesis in a high-entropy and slightly p-rich hot
bubble or accretion disk (e.g., Pruet et al. 2004, 2005),
[Co/Fe] in the integrated SN ejecta is enhanced only up
to +0.4 (Fröhlich et al. 2006b,a; Izutani & Umeda 2010).
Such high [Co/Fe] (∼ +0.9) is reproduced if the mixing

of the SN ejecta is inhomogeneous and a next-generation
star forms from gases enriched only by a portion of the
SN ejecta with high [Co/Fe].
CS 22963–004: The metallicity is [Fe/H] = −3.54

and the abundance ratios are shown in Figure 2f
(Lai et al. 2008; Yong et al. 2013). The abundance pat-
tern except for [(Ti, Cu)/Fe] is well reproduced by an SN
model with E51 = 5, Mrem = 4.75M!, and Mej(Fe) =
2.85× 10−2M!.
! [Cu/Fe]: Lai et al. (2008) indicated the overproduc-

tion of Cu in the SN model and proposed that [Cu/Fe] in
theoretical models can be reduced by appropriate choice
of Mcut. However, Mcut is a fundamental parameter af-
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Fig. 3.— Same as Fig. 2.

fecting other elements as well. For example, the choice
of Mcut yielding lower [Cu/Fe] leads lower [Zn/Fe]. On
the other hand, the 3D effect of the stellar atmosphere
model reduces the observed [Cu/Fe] for a dwarf star
(Bonifacio et al. 2009a). This worsens the agreement,
although the effect for a subgiant star as CS 22963–004
is not clarified and the effect is weaker for lower metal-
licity. Furthermore, there has been no examination of
the NLTE effect on Cu. A 3D-NLTE study is needed to
minutely investigate on Cu.
! [O/Fe]: [O/Fe] of CS 22963–004 is estimated

with UV OH lines (Lai et al. 2008). The O abun-
dance derived from these lines could be reduced by
the 3D effect as much as 0.7 (e.g., Asplund 2005;
González Hernández et al. 2010). The SN model is con-
sistent with the observation because of the large error
bar, even if [O/Fe] is reduced by 0.7 dex.
CS 22968–014: The metallicity is [Fe/H] =

−3.58 and the abundance ratios are shown in Fig-
ure 2g (Cayrel et al. 2004; Spite et al. 2005, 2006;
Andrievsky et al. 2007, 2008, 2010; Spite et al. 2012;
Yong et al. 2013). The abundance pattern except for
[K/Fe] is well reproduced by an SN model with E51 = 20,

Mrem = 3.84M!, and Mej(Fe) = 8.61 × 10−2M!. The
improvement of [K/Fe] could be obtained with including
the p-rich ejecta and/or neutrino process (see also a dis-
cussion on CS 22189–009). The abundance pattern and
thus the SN model are similar to CS 22189–009.
! [O/Fe]: Cayrel et al. (2004) show [O/Fe] tentatively

corrected by the 3D effect which is computed by following
Nissen et al. (2002). The corrected [O/Fe] is in good
agreement with the SN model.
HE 1356–0622: The metallicity is [Fe/H] = −3.58

and the abundance ratios are shown in Figure 2h
(Cohen et al. 2008; Yong et al. 2013). For CNO ele-
ments, only the upper limit to [C/Fe] is obtained as
+0.2, which is rather low compared with [Na/Fe]∼ 0.6.
The abundance pattern except for [Na/Fe] is well repro-
duced by an SN model with E51 = 5, Mrem = 1.96M!,
and Mej(Fe) = 1.11 × 10−1M!. The high [(Sc, Ti)/Fe]
and the upper limit to [Zn/Fe] are reproduced with large
Mcut.
! [Na/C]: The upper limit of [C/Fe] makes it difficult

to reproduce high [Na/Fe]. Such high [Na/C] (> +0.4)
could be reproduced if C is converted to N by mixing
in HE 1356–0622 as in the NEMP stars (§ 3.3). Also,
the underproduction of Na could be improved if the
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Fig. 4.— Same as Fig. 2 but for the CEMP stars.
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Fig. 5.— Same as Fig. 2 but for the NEMP stars.

5.66M!, and Mej(Fe) = 3.26× 10−3M! (dashed line).
G 77–61: The metallicity is [Fe/H] = −4.08 and the

abundance ratios are shown in Figure 4l (Plez & Cohen
2005; Beers et al. 2007). Since its surface gravity is
log(g) = 5.05, N is likely to be synthesized by the en-
hanced mixing in the progenitor. The abundance pat-
tern except for [K/Fe] is well reproduced by an SN model
with E51 = 1, Mrem = 6.17M!, and Mej(Fe) = 1.85 ×
10−4M!. The high [(C, N, O)/Mg] and [(Ca, Cr)/Fe] are
reproduced by a large Mmix and small fej, and a large
Mcut, respectively.
! [K/Fe]: [K/Fe] of G 77–61 is remarkably high. Ex-

plosive nucleosynthesis in the p-rich ejecta might ex-
plain such high K abundance, but could also yield a
large amount of odd elements (Iwamoto et al. 2006).
According to Iwamoto et al. (2006), overabundance of
P, Cl, Sc, V ([X/Fe] > +0.5) is predicted.
! [(Sc, Ti, Co, Zn)/Fe]: The lack of observed

[(Sc, Ti, Co, Zn)/Fe] makes it difficult to constrain the
explosion energy and entropy during explosive burning.

3.3. Nitrogen-Enhanced Metal-Poor stars

Among the EMP stars, there are stars that show en-
hancement of N, called NEMP stars, which are defined
by [N/Fe] > 0.5 and [C/N] < −0.5 (e.g., Johnson et al.
2007). Half of the NEMP stars at [Fe/H] ∼

< −3.0 dis-
play a signature of mixing in the Li abundance and the
13C/12C ratio (Spite et al. 2005, 2006), and the others do
not have the measurement due to observational difficulty.
The stars that undergo extra mixing on the red gi-

ant branch (RGB) in addition to the first dredge-up are
called “mixed” stars. The mixing in the MP stars en-

hances the conversion from C to N via the CNO cycle.
This could be a dominant process to create the NEMP
stars at low metallicity. Thus, although the Li abundance
or 13C/12C ratio are not available for some of the NEMP
stars, we assume the NEMP stars at [Fe/H]∼< −3.5
are “mixed” stars and construct an SN model that re-
produces [(C+N)/Fe] instead of individual [C/Fe] and
[N/Fe].
If the mixing on the RGB is inefficient in the NEMP

stars, N should be enhanced by other mechanisms. The
mixing in the AGB stars could enhance [N/C] up to ∼ +2
(Nishimura et al. 2009; Karakas 2010) and the mass ac-
cretion from the AGB binary companion could trans-
form a MP star to a NEMP star (e.g., Pols et al. 2012).
However, binarity has been found only for BS 16550–087
(Lai et al. 2008).
On the other hand, mixing in a massive SN progenitor

can enhance N only up to [N/C] ∼ +0.5 (Iwamoto et al.
2005; Meynet et al. 2006). Thus the process is not appro-
priate, by definition, for the origin of the NEMP stars.
CS 22952–015: The metallicity is [Fe/H] = −3.44

and the abundance ratios are shown in Figure 5a
(Cayrel et al. 2004; Honda et al. 2004; Spite et al. 2005,
2006; Andrievsky et al. 2007, 2008, 2010; Spite et al.
2012; Yong et al. 2013). CS 22952–015 is a mixed star
(Spite et al. 2005, 2006) and thus N is likely to be con-
verted from C in CS 22952–015. The abundance pat-
tern except for [K/Fe] is well reproduced by an SN
model with E51 = 5, Mrem = 4.46M!, and Mej(Fe) =
3.09× 10−2M!. The model demonstrates that [C/Fe] of
CS 22952–015 before the conversion from C to N is less
than +1.0 and that CS 22952–015 was the EMP star at
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Fig. 6.— Same as Fig. 2 but for the UMP stars.

birth.
BS 16550–087: The metallicity is [Fe/H] = −3.54.

The abundance ratios are shown in Figure 5b (Lai et al.
2008; Yong et al. 2013) but there is no observation of
Li or 13C. The abundance pattern is well reproduced
by an SN model with E51 = 10, Mrem = 3.14M!, and
Mej(Fe) = 7.68× 10−2M!. BS 16550–087 was the EMP
star at birth.
CS 22949–037: The metallicity is [Fe/H] =

−3.89 and the abundance ratios are shown in
Figure 5c (Norris et al. 2001, 2002; Cayrel et al.
2004; Spite et al. 2005, 2006; Andrievsky et al. 2007;
Cohen et al. 2008; Andrievsky et al. 2010; Spite et al.
2011, 2012; Yong et al. 2013). CS 22949–037 is a mixed
star (Spite et al. 2005, 2006). The abundance pattern ex-
cept for [K/Fe] is well reproduced by an SN model with
E51 = 5, Mrem = 4.34M!, and Mej(Fe) = 2.42×10−3M!

(solid line). As mentioned for CS 22189–009 in § 3.1, the
underproduction of K could be solved by including p-
rich ejecta and/or neutrino process (e.g., Iwamoto et al.
2006; Heger & Woosley 2010). The model demonstrates
that CS 22949–037 was the CEMP star at birth.
! [O/Fe]: Cayrel et al. (2004) also shows [O/Fe] ten-

tatively corrected by the 3D effect. The corrected [O/Fe]
is reproduced by an SN model with E51 = 10, Mrem =
4.11M!, and Mej(Fe) = 4.85 × 10−3M! (dashed line).
The SN model has two times larger Mej(Fe) than the SN
model for the uncorrected [O/Fe].
Pols et al. (2012) suggests that CS 22949–037 is orig-

inated by a mass transfer from a N-rich AGB com-
panion because of insufficient time to alter the surface
abundance by extra mixing (Stancliffe 2009). However,
there is no indication of the binarity of CS 22949–037
(Depagne et al. 2002). Furthermore, it is not clearly
shown whether the abundance pattern of CS 22949–037,
e.g., high [(Na, Al)/Mg], is reproduced by this mecha-
nism.
CS 30336–049: The metallicity is [Fe/H] = −4.07.

The abundance ratios are shown in Figure 5d (Lai et al.
2008; Yong et al. 2013). The abundance pattern except
for [(Na, Cu)/Fe] is well reproduced by an SN model with
E51 = 5, Mrem = 5.01M!, and Mej(Fe) = 2.54×10−2M!

(solid line).
! [C/N]: The low [C/N] (∼ −1.0) cannot be realized

in the mixing in the massive SN progenitor, while there
is no observation of Li or 13C.
! [(C, N, O)/Fe] and [Na/Fe]: The CNO abun-

dance of CS 30336-049 is estimated with CH, NH, OH
lines suffered from the large 3D effects (e.g., Asplund
2005). The overproduction of Na could be resolved if

[(C, N, O)/Fe] is reduced by 0.6 dex due to the 3D ef-
fects (dashed line).
HE 0057–5959: The metallicity is [Fe/H] =

−4.08. The abundance ratios are shown in Figure 5e
(Norris et al. 2013; Yong et al. 2013) but there is no
observation of 13C. The abundance pattern except for
[Na/Fe] is well reproduced by an SN model with E51 = 5,
Mrem = 5.38M!, and Mej(Fe) = 6.80× 10−3M!.
! [Na/Mg]: The high [Na/Mg] requires similar num-

ber fractions of Na and Mg at the O+Mg layer in the
progenitor. The disagreement of [Na/Mg], the surface
gravity of log(g) = 2.65, and the high Li abundance
(log ε(Li) = 2.12, Norris et al. 2013) might imply that
HE 0057–5959 is originated from the mass transfer from
a N-rich AGB companion. However, the binarity is
not well constrained and the star shows low [Ba/Fe]
(= −0.46, Yong et al. 2013).
CD–38:245: The metallicity is [Fe/H] = −4.11

and the abundance ratios are shown in Figure 5f
(Norris et al. 2001; Cayrel et al. 2004; Spite et al. 2006;
Andrievsky et al. 2007, 2008, 2010; Spite et al. 2012;
Yong et al. 2013). CD–38:245 is a mixed star
(Spite et al. 2005, 2006). Since CD–38:245 has only an
upper limit to [C/Fe], a range of [(C+N)/Fe] is esti-
mated by assuming the range of [C/Fe] from −∞ to
−0.28. The abundance pattern is well reproduced by
an SN model with E51 = 20, Mrem = 4.07M!, and
Mej(Fe) = 6.10× 10−2M!.

3.4. Ultra Metal-Poor stars

The UMP stars are defined by the metallicity
of [Fe/H] < −4.0 (Beers & Christlieb 2005). In
this subsection, we focus on two UMP stars with
[Fe/H] < −4.5: HE 0557–4840 (Norris et al. 2007) and
SDSS J102915+172927 (Caffau et al. 2011a). The other
UMP stars with [Fe/H] ∼

> −4.1 are shown in § 3.2 and
§ 3.3.
HE 0557–4840: The metallicity is [Fe/H] = −4.77

and the abundance ratios are shown in Figure 6a
(Norris et al. 2007, 2012; Yong et al. 2013). The abun-
dance pattern except for [Cr/Fe] is well reproduced by
an SN model with E51 = 5, Mrem = 5.57M!, and
Mej(Fe) = 6.80× 10−3M!.
! [Cr/Fe]: [Cr/Fe] is overproduced even with taking

into account the NLTE correction of +0.4 dex adopted
in this paper. However, the NLTE correction for [Cr/Fe]
could be larger at lower [Fe/H] (Bergemann & Cescutti
2010) and improve the agreement.
SDSS J102915+172927: The metallicity is [Fe/H] =

−4.92 and the abundance ratios are shown in Fig-
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Fig. 7.— Same as Fig. 2 but for the HMP stars.

ure 6b (Caffau et al. 2011a, 2012). This star is the most
“metal”-deficient stars discovered so far. The abundance
pattern is well reproduced by an SN model with E51 =
20, Mrem = 3.03M!, and Mej(Fe) = 1.21 × 10−1M!

(solid line). However, the number of measured abun-
dance ratios are rather few. Thus the abundance pattern
can be reproduced by a lower E model with E51 = 5,
Mrem = 3.49M!, and Mej(Fe) = 9.25× 10−2M! as well
(dashed line).
Although [Fe/H] of the UMP stars are in between the

EMP and HMP stars, metal abundance ratios of the
UMP stars are similar to those of the EMP or CEMP
stars. This indicates that the parent SNe are similar to
those of the EMP or CEMP stars.
[Fe/H] of EMP stars depends not only on the Fe mass

ejected by a SN but also on the H mass which mixes
with the SN ejecta. Although the H mass is deter-
mined mainly by the explosion energy in the 1D SN-
induced star formation (Shigeyama & Tsujimoto 1998;
Thornton et al. 1998), sophisticated 3D simulations show
that [Fe/H] of a mixture gas are widely distributed from
−5 to −1 with an average similar to the 1D calcula-
tions (Nakasato & Shigeyama 2000; Ritter et al. 2012).
Therefore, we suggest that the UMP stars form from a
cloud with lower [Fe/H] which was enriched by the SN
whose property was similar to SNe to enrich the EMP or
CEMP stars; this suggests that the EMP or CEMP stars
also form around the same SN.

3.5. Hyper Metal-Poor stars

The most Fe-deficient stars are two HMP stars,
HE 0107–5240 and HE 1327–2326. The HMP stars show
similarly high [C/Fe] but large differences in [C/(N, O)]
and [(Na, Mg, Al)/Fe]. The 5 mechanisms to en-
hance [C/Fe] have been suggested and still under debate
(§ 3.2). Here, we adopt the faint SN mechanism which
successfully explains the similarities and differences in
the HMP stars (Umeda & Nomoto 2003; Iwamoto et al.
2005; Tominaga et al. 2007a).
HE 0107–5240: The metallicity is [Fe/H] = −5.61

and the abundance ratios are shown in Figure 7a
(Christlieb et al. 2002, 2004; Bessell & Christlieb 2005;
Collet et al. 2006; Yong et al. 2013). The abundance
pattern except for [Na/Fe] is well reproduced by an SN
model with E51 = 5, Mrem = 6.24M!, and Mej(Fe) =
8.02× 10−5M!.
! [C/Fe]: Since the 3D effect considerably reduces

[C/Fe], the ejected Fe mass is increased by a factor of
∼ 5 compared to the SN model in Iwamoto et al. (2005).

! [Co/Fe]: Although Umeda & Nomoto (2003) and
Iwamoto et al. (2005) attribute the abundance pattern
of HE 0107–5240 to a SN with E ≤ 1051 ergs, such
a low-E explosion cannot reproduce high [Co/Fe] of
HE 0107–5240 (Bessell & Christlieb 2005). Thus, assum-
ing that large fallback takes place in an aspherical ex-
plosion (Tominaga et al. 2007a), we adopt an energetic
explosion model in which [Co/Fe] is enhanced due to ex-
plosive nucleosynthesis in the high-entropy environment
(Tominaga 2009).
! [Na/Fe]: The agreement of [Na/Fe] could be

improved with taking into account the NLTE effect,
although the naive extrapolation of Andrievsky et al.
(2007) enhances [Na/Fe].
HE 1327–2326: The metallicity is [Fe/H] =

−5.88 and the abundance ratios are shown in Fig-
ure 7b (Frebel et al. 2005, 2008; Collet et al. 2006;
Bonifacio et al. 2012; Yong et al. 2013). Some mixing
processes might take place in HE 1327–2326 since Li is
not observed. Nevertheless, we assume that N is syn-
thesized by the enhanced mixing in the SN progenitor
because HE 1327–2326 is a subgiant star. The abun-
dance pattern is well reproduced by an SN model with
E51 = 5, Mrem = 5.72M!, andMej(Fe) = 1.45×10−5M!

(solid line).
! [Ni/Fe]: Frebel et al. (2008) reports an abundance

ratio of Ni ([Ni/Fe] = 0.2), that is higher than HE 0107–
5240. This suggests that a larger amount of matter with
low Ye is ejected in the parent SN of HE 1327–2326 than
that of HE 0107–5240. Thus, the SN model of HE 1327–
2326 has deeper Mcut than that of HE 0107–5240.
! [Ti/Fe]: Contrary to HE 0107–5240, Co in HE 1327–

2326 is not detected and thus the explosion energy of
the parent SN of HE 1327–2326 is not well constrained.
Although the high [Ti/Fe] ratio is suggestive of high en-
tropy, the enhancement of [Ti/Fe] is not enough even
with E51 = 5. We note that [Ti II/Fe I] ratio could
have an ambiguity due to a rather large NLTE effect
(Bergemann 2011). If [Ti/Fe] is ignored, the abundance
pattern of HE 1327–2326 can be explained by a low-
E SN model with E51 = 0.72, Mrem = 5.72M!, and
Mej(Fe) = 1.53× 10−5M! (dashed line).

3.6. EMP stars in dwarf galaxies

EMP stars with [Fe/H] ∼< −3.5 have recently been dis-
covered in dwarf galaxies and their detailed abundance
ratios have become available. The abundance patterns
of EMP stars in dwarf galaxies are similar to those of
halo stars at low metallicity (e.g., Frebel et al. 2010),
in contrast to the majority of stars in dwarf galaxies at

25 Msunの爆発で組成を説明。

various
parameters

よさそうだけど...
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It has been proposed1 theoretically that the first generation of
stars in the Universe (population III) would be as massive as 100
solar masses (100M(), because of inefficient cooling2–4 of the
precursor gas clouds. Recently, the most iron-deficient (but still
carbon-rich) low-mass star—HE010725240—was discovered5. If
this is a population III star that gained its metals (elements
heavier than helium) after its formation, it would challenge the
theoretical picture of the formation of the first stars. Here
we report that the patterns of elemental abundance in
HE010725240 (and other extremely metal-poor stars) are in
good accord with the nucleosynthesis that occurs in stars with
masses of 20–130M( when they become supernovae if, during
the explosions, the ejecta undergo substantial mixing and fall-
back to form massive black holes. Such supernovae have been
observed7. The abundance patterns are not, however, consistent
with enrichment by supernovae from stars in the range 130–
300M(. We accordingly infer that the first-generation super-
novae came mostly from explosions of ,20–130M( stars; some
of these produced iron-poor but carbon- and oxygen-rich ejecta.
Low-mass second-generation stars, like HE010725240, could

form because the carbon and oxygen provided pathways for the
gas to cool.
The abundance pattern of HE010725240 is characterized by very

large C/Fe and N/Fe ratios, while the abundances of elements
heavier than Mg are as low as that of Fe (Fig. 1). How could this
peculiar abundance pattern have been formed? We note that this is
not the only extremely metal-poor (EMP) star to have large C/Fe
and N/Fe ratios—several other such stars have been discovered8–10.
Therefore a reasonable explanation of the abundance pattern should
also apply to other EMP stars.
Before describing our model, we examine two alternative expla-

nations of the abundance pattern of C-rich EMP stars5. These
explanations assume that small-mass stars formed from EMP
gases, and that carbon was enhanced after the formation. The first
is mass transfer from a companion star. This explanation suffers
from two difficulties. (1) Not all EMP stars have observational
evidence for the existence of companion stars, though further
observations to obtain radial velocity data are necessary11. (2)
Some EMP stars (for example, CS229492037 and CS294982043)
have a relatively large Si abundance, [Si/Fe] < 1 (refs 8–10). (Here
½A=X" ¼ log10ðNA=NXÞ2 log10ðNA=NXÞ(; where the subscript (
refers to the Sun and NA and NX are the number densities of
elements A and X respectively.) The overabundance of Si is very
difficult to explain by mass transfer from companion AGB stars.
The second explanation is matter accretion onto a population III

star during repeated passages through the Galactic disk6. This model
alone cannot explain the large abundance of C and N—for example,
in HE010725240, with [C/H] ¼ 21.3. Therefore, C and N need
to be produced in the interior of the EMP stars. Recently, nucleo-
synthesis in the low-mass population III stars was studied exten-
sively12,13. Such studies reveal that C and N abundances can be
significantly enhanced if mixing is efficient during the He-flash in
the core at the tip of the red-giant branch. However, HE010725240
is identified as a low-mass (,0.8M() red giant5, and thus this
mechanism is not likely to operate.
Here we consider a model in which C-rich EMP stars are

produced in the ejecta of (almost) metal-free supernovae mixed
with EMP interstellar matter. We use population III pre-supernova
progenitor models14, simulate the supernova explosion, and calcu-

Figure 1 Elemental abundances of HE0107 2 5240, compared with a theoretical

supernova yield. HE010725240 (filled circles) is the most Fe-deficient, C-rich star yet

observed, with [Fe/H] ¼ 25.3 and very large ratios of [C/Fe] ¼ 4.0 and [N/Fe] ¼ 2.3.

Here the supernova model is the population III 25M( core collapse, with relatively small

explosion energy E 51 ¼ E exp=1051 erg¼ 0:3 (see Fig. 2). In this model, the supernova
ejecta are assumed to be mixed inside the He core (within the mass coordinate M r ¼
1:83M( and 6.00M() and only a small fraction of the matter, 0.002% (f ¼ 0.00002), is

ejected from this region. The ejected Fe (or 56Ni) mass, 8 £ 1026M(, is so small that the

large C/Fe ratio can be realized.

Figure 2 The post-explosion abundance distributions for the population III 25M( model

with explosion energy E 51 ¼ 0.3. Explosive nucleosynthesis takes place behind the

shock wave that is generated at M r ¼ 1:8M( and propagates outwards. The hydrogen-

rich envelope at M r . 9M( is not shown.
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Fig. 7.— Same as Fig. 2 but for the HMP stars.

ure 6b (Caffau et al. 2011a, 2012). This star is the most
“metal”-deficient stars discovered so far. The abundance
pattern is well reproduced by an SN model with E51 =
20, Mrem = 3.03M!, and Mej(Fe) = 1.21 × 10−1M!

(solid line). However, the number of measured abun-
dance ratios are rather few. Thus the abundance pattern
can be reproduced by a lower E model with E51 = 5,
Mrem = 3.49M!, and Mej(Fe) = 9.25× 10−2M! as well
(dashed line).
Although [Fe/H] of the UMP stars are in between the

EMP and HMP stars, metal abundance ratios of the
UMP stars are similar to those of the EMP or CEMP
stars. This indicates that the parent SNe are similar to
those of the EMP or CEMP stars.
[Fe/H] of EMP stars depends not only on the Fe mass

ejected by a SN but also on the H mass which mixes
with the SN ejecta. Although the H mass is deter-
mined mainly by the explosion energy in the 1D SN-
induced star formation (Shigeyama & Tsujimoto 1998;
Thornton et al. 1998), sophisticated 3D simulations show
that [Fe/H] of a mixture gas are widely distributed from
−5 to −1 with an average similar to the 1D calcula-
tions (Nakasato & Shigeyama 2000; Ritter et al. 2012).
Therefore, we suggest that the UMP stars form from a
cloud with lower [Fe/H] which was enriched by the SN
whose property was similar to SNe to enrich the EMP or
CEMP stars; this suggests that the EMP or CEMP stars
also form around the same SN.

3.5. Hyper Metal-Poor stars

The most Fe-deficient stars are two HMP stars,
HE 0107–5240 and HE 1327–2326. The HMP stars show
similarly high [C/Fe] but large differences in [C/(N, O)]
and [(Na, Mg, Al)/Fe]. The 5 mechanisms to en-
hance [C/Fe] have been suggested and still under debate
(§ 3.2). Here, we adopt the faint SN mechanism which
successfully explains the similarities and differences in
the HMP stars (Umeda & Nomoto 2003; Iwamoto et al.
2005; Tominaga et al. 2007a).
HE 0107–5240: The metallicity is [Fe/H] = −5.61

and the abundance ratios are shown in Figure 7a
(Christlieb et al. 2002, 2004; Bessell & Christlieb 2005;
Collet et al. 2006; Yong et al. 2013). The abundance
pattern except for [Na/Fe] is well reproduced by an SN
model with E51 = 5, Mrem = 6.24M!, and Mej(Fe) =
8.02× 10−5M!.
! [C/Fe]: Since the 3D effect considerably reduces

[C/Fe], the ejected Fe mass is increased by a factor of
∼ 5 compared to the SN model in Iwamoto et al. (2005).

! [Co/Fe]: Although Umeda & Nomoto (2003) and
Iwamoto et al. (2005) attribute the abundance pattern
of HE 0107–5240 to a SN with E ≤ 1051 ergs, such
a low-E explosion cannot reproduce high [Co/Fe] of
HE 0107–5240 (Bessell & Christlieb 2005). Thus, assum-
ing that large fallback takes place in an aspherical ex-
plosion (Tominaga et al. 2007a), we adopt an energetic
explosion model in which [Co/Fe] is enhanced due to ex-
plosive nucleosynthesis in the high-entropy environment
(Tominaga 2009).
! [Na/Fe]: The agreement of [Na/Fe] could be

improved with taking into account the NLTE effect,
although the naive extrapolation of Andrievsky et al.
(2007) enhances [Na/Fe].
HE 1327–2326: The metallicity is [Fe/H] =

−5.88 and the abundance ratios are shown in Fig-
ure 7b (Frebel et al. 2005, 2008; Collet et al. 2006;
Bonifacio et al. 2012; Yong et al. 2013). Some mixing
processes might take place in HE 1327–2326 since Li is
not observed. Nevertheless, we assume that N is syn-
thesized by the enhanced mixing in the SN progenitor
because HE 1327–2326 is a subgiant star. The abun-
dance pattern is well reproduced by an SN model with
E51 = 5, Mrem = 5.72M!, andMej(Fe) = 1.45×10−5M!

(solid line).
! [Ni/Fe]: Frebel et al. (2008) reports an abundance

ratio of Ni ([Ni/Fe] = 0.2), that is higher than HE 0107–
5240. This suggests that a larger amount of matter with
low Ye is ejected in the parent SN of HE 1327–2326 than
that of HE 0107–5240. Thus, the SN model of HE 1327–
2326 has deeper Mcut than that of HE 0107–5240.
! [Ti/Fe]: Contrary to HE 0107–5240, Co in HE 1327–

2326 is not detected and thus the explosion energy of
the parent SN of HE 1327–2326 is not well constrained.
Although the high [Ti/Fe] ratio is suggestive of high en-
tropy, the enhancement of [Ti/Fe] is not enough even
with E51 = 5. We note that [Ti II/Fe I] ratio could
have an ambiguity due to a rather large NLTE effect
(Bergemann 2011). If [Ti/Fe] is ignored, the abundance
pattern of HE 1327–2326 can be explained by a low-
E SN model with E51 = 0.72, Mrem = 5.72M!, and
Mej(Fe) = 1.53× 10−5M! (dashed line).

3.6. EMP stars in dwarf galaxies

EMP stars with [Fe/H] ∼< −3.5 have recently been dis-
covered in dwarf galaxies and their detailed abundance
ratios have become available. The abundance patterns
of EMP stars in dwarf galaxies are similar to those of
halo stars at low metallicity (e.g., Frebel et al. 2010),
in contrast to the majority of stars in dwarf galaxies at

例えば窒素。
同じ星(HE0107-5240)の
ちがう説明なのだが、
どちらも足りていない。
(この場合はNaも)

　　恒星進化理論の問題？
自転由来の混合で窒素をつくれるかも
　　　　　　　　　(Chiappini+ 04)
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回転星コードの開発
1次元恒星進化コード(Takahashi+13, Umeda+12, Yoshida+11)

　＋自転運動の考慮
・遠心力の考慮(Endal & Sofia 76)
・流体不安定由来の混合・角運動量輸送(Pinsonneault+ 89)

不安定性には以下を考慮
・meridional circulation (温度の不均一)
・dynamical & secular shear inst. (シェア)
・Solberg-Hoiland inst. (遠心力勾配)
・Goldreich-Schubert-Fricke inst. (筒状回転からのずれ)
・Spruit-Tayler dynamo (磁場のkink不安定)
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回転星コードの開発
1次元恒星進化コード(Takahashi+13, Umeda+12, Yoshida+11)

　＋自転運動の考慮
・遠心力の考慮(Endal & Sofia 76)
・流体不安定由来の混合・角運動量輸送(Pinsonneault+ 89)

回転星の進化理論、
不定性が非常に大きい！

不安定性には以下を考慮
・meridional circulation (温度の不均一)
・dynamical & secular shear inst. (シェア)
・Solberg-Hoiland inst. (遠心力勾配)
・Goldreich-Schubert-Fricke inst. (筒状回転からのずれ)
・Spruit-Tayler dynamo (磁場のkink不安定)
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なぜ回転星進化?
main motivations
　”古典的”進化計算では扱えなかった問題
　　①NSの回転速度
　　②SN mechanismとproto-NSの自転運動
　　③Collapsar model for LGRB
　など

necessity
　多くの大質量星は高速回転星(~0.35Vkep)
　回転は恒星進化に影響するはず
　　①遠心力による構造変化
　　②回転由来の不安定性による核種混合
　　③質量放出率の増加
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現状
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回転による不安定性が成長することで、回転による不安定性が成長することで、
星内部の撹拌がうまれる。星内部の撹拌がうまれる。

その結果として、その結果として、
①水素コア燃焼時の明るさが大きくなる①水素コア燃焼時の明るさが大きくなる
②赤色巨星時の明るさが大きくなる②赤色巨星時の明るさが大きくなる
効果があらわれている。効果があらわれている。

回転による不安定性が成長することで、
星内部の撹拌がうまれる。

その結果として、
①水素コア燃焼時の明るさが大きくなる①水素コア燃焼時の明るさが大きくなる
②赤色巨星時の明るさが大きくなる②赤色巨星時の明るさが大きくなる
効果があらわれている。
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ZAMS
central H exhaustion

central He exhaustion
core collapse

太陽組成の大質量星(10-
>100Msun)について
鉄コアの崩壊まで
計算が可能

[15Msunの角運動量進化]

[12,15MsunのHR図]

先行研究を再現できた
...あたらしいことしなきゃ。
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恒星進化計算
・大質量初代星の進化計算 (d燃焼から崩壊まで)

初期質量…12-160 Msun
初期回転…Kepler回転の0.2倍

ポイントは
・回転の影響を取り入れていること
・>100 Msunの進化を含むこと
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恒星進化計算

三つの結果
・窒素生成
・>100 MsunでのHe層組成変化
・12-20MsunでのNa量増加
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窒素生成(1) 回転モデルは無回転モデルより
多くの窒素を生成した
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窒素生成(2)
無回転モデルは多量の窒素を作れない。
なぜなのか。

窒素はCNOサイクル（水素燃焼）で合成する
　（14N(p,γ)15Oが起こりづらいので窒素がたまる）

　窒素の合成にはあらかじめ炭素が必要
　しかし初代星の水素層には炭素がない。

15O 16O
13N 14N 15N
12C 13C α
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12 Msun の進化 回転なし
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質量座標（Msun）

色んな元素
- 赤が水素
- 緑はヘリウム
- 青が炭素で
- 水色が窒素
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窒素生成(3)
無回転モデルは多量の窒素を作れない。
なぜなのか。

- 無回転モデルもはじめは窒素つくる (initial triple alpha)
- COコアに取り込まれた窒素は壊される
- 水素層には炭素がなく、あたらしい窒素もつくらない
- 放出される窒素は、ヘリウム層にのこったものだけ

- 無回転モデルもはじめは窒素つくる (initial triple alpha)
- COコアに取り込まれた窒素は壊される
- 水素層には炭素がなく、あたらしい窒素もつくらない
- 放出される窒素は、ヘリウム層にのこったものだけ

回転モデルでは、回転由来の混合がある。
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窒素生成(3)
無回転モデルは多量の窒素を作れない。
なぜなのか。

- 無回転モデルもはじめは窒素つくる (initial triple alpha)
- COコアに取り込まれた窒素は壊される
- 水素層には炭素がなく、あたらしい窒素もつくらない
- 放出される窒素は、ヘリウム層にのこったものだけ

- 無回転モデルもはじめは窒素つくる (initial triple alpha)
- COコアに取り込まれた窒素は壊される
- 水素層には炭素がなく、あたらしい窒素もつくらない
- 放出される窒素は、ヘリウム層にのこったものだけ

回転モデルでは、回転由来の混合がある。

- 水素層に炭素をとりこみ、新しく窒素をつくる
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12 Msun の進化 回転あり
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色んな元素
- 赤が水素
- 緑はヘリウム
- 青が炭素で
- 水色が窒素
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窒素生成(４)
回転モデルでは、回転由来の混合がある。

- ヘリウム燃焼期に、生成した炭素・酸素が水素層まで運ばれる
- 水素層でのCNOサイクルがブーストして、多量の窒素を合成
- COコアに取り込まれた窒素は壊される
- ヘリウム層にのこる窒素が多くなる
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多くの窒素を生成した
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ヘリウム層進化(1)
回転の影響は星の外層で重要。

- CNOサイクルブーストのため。
　　・強力なエネルギー生成を行う。
　　・ヘリウム層を巨大にする。
- 回転混合の効率は、Kelvin-Helmholtz timescale程度(?)
　　ニュートリノ冷却の重要なコアの後期進化には影響しない

星外層の構造・組成は、軽い元素の生成に影響する
- 軽い元素(~Al)は低温でも合成できる
- 星の外側はSN shockに影響されにくい
- CEMPの説明などに使われる
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ヘリウム層進化(2)
対流層の進化図
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ヘリウム層進化(3)
そこでヘリウム層での組成変化に注目。

- 結果、COコア質量に依存した組成区分が可能
　　・  2-10 Msun : N rich
　　・12-20 Msun : O rich
　　・30-     Msun : Mg rich

- 崩壊直前の組成分布があるので、
　爆発に影響されないと仮定して軽元素生成量を見積もる

これを外から積分する
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低質量の場合(12-20 Msun)
- COコア質量に依存した組成の区分
　　・  2-10 Msun : N rich
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- コアの組成は
  回転によらない

- 回転モデルは
  N, Na, Mgなど作る
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中間質量(30-60 Msun)
- COコア質量に依存した組成の区分
　　・12-20 Msun : O rich（Nがなくなる）
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- 中間質量では
  Nを燃やす
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大質量(80- Msun)
- COコア質量に依存した組成の区分
　　・30-     Msun : Mg rich（O→Mg）
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- 大質量では
  Oまで燃えて
  Mgを作る
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Naの増加(1)

さらに、回転混合によってHeコアの進化が異なる
- CNOサイクルブーストのため。
　　・強力なエネルギー生成を行う。
　　・ヘリウム層を巨大にする。
　　・ヘリウムコアが次第に大きくなる

- （多分）CO比の変化を通じてNa, Mg量の違いに帰結
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Naの増加(2)
[Na/Mg]>0 は 15, 20 Msunの
回転低質量モデルだけ
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結果のまとめ
窒素について

- 無回転モデルは窒素をつくれない。
　炭素を含む水素層がないから。
- 回転モデルは割合つくれている
　回転混合で炭素が混ざるから。

ヘリウム層について
- ヘリウム層の厚さは回転で増える
- ヘリウム層の組成は初期（COコア）質量による
　- 12-20 Msun: N rich
　- 30-60 Msun: O rich
　- 80-     Msun: Mg rich

Naについて
- 回転モデルはNa rich, 低質量だと[Na/Mg] > 0
- CO比がちがうことに起因か
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観測との比較
窒素について

- 現実のEMPは窒素を持っている。
　回転による内部混合で窒素を作れる

ヘリウム層について
- ヘリウム層の組成は初期（COコア）質量による
　80以上の外層はMg rich (O def.)、観測に合わない

Naについて
- 回転による内部混合でNa量が増加
- 特に[Na/Mg] > 0の観測は低質量回転モデルでのみ説明可能 13
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Fig. 7.— Same as Fig. 2 but for the HMP stars.

ure 6b (Caffau et al. 2011a, 2012). This star is the most
“metal”-deficient stars discovered so far. The abundance
pattern is well reproduced by an SN model with E51 =
20, Mrem = 3.03M!, and Mej(Fe) = 1.21 × 10−1M!

(solid line). However, the number of measured abun-
dance ratios are rather few. Thus the abundance pattern
can be reproduced by a lower E model with E51 = 5,
Mrem = 3.49M!, and Mej(Fe) = 9.25× 10−2M! as well
(dashed line).
Although [Fe/H] of the UMP stars are in between the

EMP and HMP stars, metal abundance ratios of the
UMP stars are similar to those of the EMP or CEMP
stars. This indicates that the parent SNe are similar to
those of the EMP or CEMP stars.
[Fe/H] of EMP stars depends not only on the Fe mass

ejected by a SN but also on the H mass which mixes
with the SN ejecta. Although the H mass is deter-
mined mainly by the explosion energy in the 1D SN-
induced star formation (Shigeyama & Tsujimoto 1998;
Thornton et al. 1998), sophisticated 3D simulations show
that [Fe/H] of a mixture gas are widely distributed from
−5 to −1 with an average similar to the 1D calcula-
tions (Nakasato & Shigeyama 2000; Ritter et al. 2012).
Therefore, we suggest that the UMP stars form from a
cloud with lower [Fe/H] which was enriched by the SN
whose property was similar to SNe to enrich the EMP or
CEMP stars; this suggests that the EMP or CEMP stars
also form around the same SN.

3.5. Hyper Metal-Poor stars

The most Fe-deficient stars are two HMP stars,
HE 0107–5240 and HE 1327–2326. The HMP stars show
similarly high [C/Fe] but large differences in [C/(N, O)]
and [(Na, Mg, Al)/Fe]. The 5 mechanisms to en-
hance [C/Fe] have been suggested and still under debate
(§ 3.2). Here, we adopt the faint SN mechanism which
successfully explains the similarities and differences in
the HMP stars (Umeda & Nomoto 2003; Iwamoto et al.
2005; Tominaga et al. 2007a).
HE 0107–5240: The metallicity is [Fe/H] = −5.61

and the abundance ratios are shown in Figure 7a
(Christlieb et al. 2002, 2004; Bessell & Christlieb 2005;
Collet et al. 2006; Yong et al. 2013). The abundance
pattern except for [Na/Fe] is well reproduced by an SN
model with E51 = 5, Mrem = 6.24M!, and Mej(Fe) =
8.02× 10−5M!.
! [C/Fe]: Since the 3D effect considerably reduces

[C/Fe], the ejected Fe mass is increased by a factor of
∼ 5 compared to the SN model in Iwamoto et al. (2005).

! [Co/Fe]: Although Umeda & Nomoto (2003) and
Iwamoto et al. (2005) attribute the abundance pattern
of HE 0107–5240 to a SN with E ≤ 1051 ergs, such
a low-E explosion cannot reproduce high [Co/Fe] of
HE 0107–5240 (Bessell & Christlieb 2005). Thus, assum-
ing that large fallback takes place in an aspherical ex-
plosion (Tominaga et al. 2007a), we adopt an energetic
explosion model in which [Co/Fe] is enhanced due to ex-
plosive nucleosynthesis in the high-entropy environment
(Tominaga 2009).
! [Na/Fe]: The agreement of [Na/Fe] could be

improved with taking into account the NLTE effect,
although the naive extrapolation of Andrievsky et al.
(2007) enhances [Na/Fe].
HE 1327–2326: The metallicity is [Fe/H] =

−5.88 and the abundance ratios are shown in Fig-
ure 7b (Frebel et al. 2005, 2008; Collet et al. 2006;
Bonifacio et al. 2012; Yong et al. 2013). Some mixing
processes might take place in HE 1327–2326 since Li is
not observed. Nevertheless, we assume that N is syn-
thesized by the enhanced mixing in the SN progenitor
because HE 1327–2326 is a subgiant star. The abun-
dance pattern is well reproduced by an SN model with
E51 = 5, Mrem = 5.72M!, andMej(Fe) = 1.45×10−5M!

(solid line).
! [Ni/Fe]: Frebel et al. (2008) reports an abundance

ratio of Ni ([Ni/Fe] = 0.2), that is higher than HE 0107–
5240. This suggests that a larger amount of matter with
low Ye is ejected in the parent SN of HE 1327–2326 than
that of HE 0107–5240. Thus, the SN model of HE 1327–
2326 has deeper Mcut than that of HE 0107–5240.
! [Ti/Fe]: Contrary to HE 0107–5240, Co in HE 1327–

2326 is not detected and thus the explosion energy of
the parent SN of HE 1327–2326 is not well constrained.
Although the high [Ti/Fe] ratio is suggestive of high en-
tropy, the enhancement of [Ti/Fe] is not enough even
with E51 = 5. We note that [Ti II/Fe I] ratio could
have an ambiguity due to a rather large NLTE effect
(Bergemann 2011). If [Ti/Fe] is ignored, the abundance
pattern of HE 1327–2326 can be explained by a low-
E SN model with E51 = 0.72, Mrem = 5.72M!, and
Mej(Fe) = 1.53× 10−5M! (dashed line).

3.6. EMP stars in dwarf galaxies

EMP stars with [Fe/H] ∼< −3.5 have recently been dis-
covered in dwarf galaxies and their detailed abundance
ratios have become available. The abundance patterns
of EMP stars in dwarf galaxies are similar to those of
halo stars at low metallicity (e.g., Frebel et al. 2010),
in contrast to the majority of stars in dwarf galaxies at
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